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SPECIAL STORIES
Rich resources, poor performance
New study evaluates gaps in the Northeast’s power infrastructure

Gas support
A good peaking power option in a growing renewables’ scenario

Cleaning up
Global economies explore coal exit strategies for a cleaner future

COMPANIES
“We have tried to tackle stressed assets quickly”
Interview with PFS’s Dr Pawan Singh

EDF
India remains a priority market for the company

KPTL
Delivering a consistent performance

SPECIAL SECTION: SOX AND NOX CONTROL FOR TPPs
Emission control efforts
Gencos’ plans and progress

SOx control
Technology options for thermal power plants

Limiting NOx
Key technologies to ensure compliance with emission norms

Containing emissions
New technologies to curb PM and mercury levels

Reducing imports
Use of cost-effective indigenous alloys may drive FGD uptake
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FINANCE
Finding a resolution
Hope for GMR Rajahmundry project

Financial briefs
India and overseas

FORUM
Power priorities
Next steps for the new government

Stepping in
Supreme Court’s cancellation of RBI circular provides relief to gencos

Open borders
Bangladesh explores regional power trade opportunities

Secure supply
Case for hybrids

SPECIAL SECTION: SOLAR AND WIND POWER IN INDIA
Set to pick up
Hope for solar growth after a slowdown

Facing headwinds
Policy shift and transmission constraints impact segment growth

Policy roadmap
New schemes, amendments and guidelines for solar and wind

Technology tracker
Advancements in the solar and wind power segments

Grid locked
Key initiatives to address renewable energy integration challenges

INFOCUS: SMART METERING AND COMMUNICATION FOR POWER UTILITIES
Slow but steady
Progress in smart metering under government schemes

Data exchange
A reliable communication system key to successful operation of smart meters

Driving uptake
Central and state initiatives in smart metering

Meter interface
Need for end-to-end interoperability

Actionable intelligence
Key role of MDMS in managing metering data

Stringent standards
Need to improve meter design and testing capability

Smart metering progress
State-wise status under UDAY

FOCUS ON REGULATION
Transmission pricing
CERC task force recommends changes in the PoC charging mechanism

INDUSTRIAL POWER: CEMENT
Setting benchmarks
Indian cement industry emerges as a global leader in energy efficiency
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Power trading
At the Indian Energy Exchange and Power Exchange India Limited in April 2019

Hydro status
Stalled and under-construction projects

Power generation
Monthly statistics year over year
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